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WICHITA, Kans., Aug. 1 --Election of Bob Dole as Kansas' next
U.S. Senator was termed "vital for the good of all Kansans" by
Paul Wunsch, Kingman attorney and long-time political leader in
the state.
Speaking to a group of Dole workers at Sedgwick Dole-forSenate headquarters, Wunsch daid, "Dole clearly understands our
problems, and his record

of Congressional service indicates he can

provide leadership to bring about solution of these problems.

The

people in Kansas can be assured of an efficient, friendly and helpful
$kesman -- a worthy successor to Frank Carlson."
"It is important, too, that we nominate a Republican next Tuesday
who can win in November, and Bob is a winner--a record of 12 election
victories,

including a landslide 68 percent victory margin in his

Congressional race two years ago.

The present situation demands a

full-time commitment to the job, and Bob Dole has a 97 percent attendance
record in eight years in Congress -- over So percent in this campaign
year."
Wunsch also stressed Dole's age, "M t only has Dole demonstrated .
leadership and ability, but his age, 45, is a factor in this election.
He is in a position to gain important seniority in the Senate."
Wunsch concluded his remarks by saying, "All of us will win with
Bob Dole as our Senator.

I urge all of my fellow citizens to consider

the issues and the candidates and on the basis of the record, cast your
vote for Bob Dole in the Republican primary election next Tuesday."
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